








The Bridge and Dam at Pontoise (Le 











Four Breton Girls in the Forest (Quatre 










11×7.9 cm（画寸）; 11.2×8.1 cm（紙寸）
Albrecht Dürer [1471–1528]
The Cock and His Wife
c. 1496
Engraving
11×7.9 cm (image); 11.2×8.1 cm (paper)







Lucas Cranach the Elder [1472–1553]










16.5×12.5 cm（画寸）; 17.9×13.9 cm（紙寸）
Ludwig Krug [1488/90 –1532]
The Adoration of the Magi
1516
Engraving
16.5×12.5 cm (image); 17.9×13.9 cm (paper)








Matthäus Greuter [c. 1564/66–1638]











22.2×28.8 cm（画寸）; 27.7×33.7 cm（紙寸）
Philips Galle [1537–1612]
Caritas (after Pieter Bruegel the Elder)
1559
Engraving
22.2×28.8 cm (image); 27.7×33.7 cm (paper)







22.2×28.8 cm（画寸）; 25.4×32.6 cm（紙寸）
Philips Galle
Fortitude (after Pieter Bruegel the Elder)
c. 1560
Engraving
22.2×28.8 cm (image); 25.4×32.6 cm (paper)








21.8×28.3 cm（画寸）; 25.1×31.1 cm（紙寸）
Pieter van der Heyden [c. 1530 – c. 1572]
The Wedding of Mopsus and Nisa (after 
Pieter Bruegel the Elder)
1570
Engraving
21.8×28.3 cm (image); 25.1×31.1 cm (paper)







23.4×30.2 cm（画寸）; 25.6×33.8 cm（紙寸）
Pieter van der Heyden




23.4×30.2 cm (image); 25.6×33.8 cm (paper)








25×19.3 cm（画寸）; 25.4×19.6 cm（紙寸）
Orazio de Sanctis [active 1568–1584]




25×19.3 cm (image); 25.4×19.6 cm (paper)





30.8×17.2 cm（画寸）; 31.4×18.1 cm（紙寸）
Jacques Bellange [c. 1575–1616]
Hortulana (Gardener)
Etching, engraving, drypoint
30.8×17.2 cm (image); 31.4×18.1 cm (paper)
Robert-Dumesnil 41; Weigert 46; Walch 14; 









19.5×16.1 cm（画寸）; 20.2×17 cm（紙寸）
Jacques de Gheyn III [1596 (?) –1641]
Triton Playing a Shell
c. 1615 (First state)
Etching
19.5×16.1 cm (image); 20.2×17 cm (paper)









Giovanni Benedetto Castiglione, called Il 
Grechetto [1609–1664]















Marcantonio Raimondi [c. 1480/82 –
c. 1527/34] and Agostino Veneziano 
(Agostino dei Musi) [c. 1490 –after 1536]
The Witches Rout (Lo Stregozzo)
Engraving
30.6×64.6 cm (paper)
Bartsch 426 (as Agostino Veneziano); Delaborde 






27.5×20.8 cm（画寸）; 27.8×21 cm（紙寸）
Parmigianino (Francesco Mazzola) 
[1503–1540]
The Entombment, first version
Etching, drypoint
27.5×20.7 cm (image); 27.8×21 cm (paper)






28.5×16.4 cm（画寸）; 28.7×16.6 cm（紙寸）
Jacques Bellange
Melchior (From <The Three Magi>)
Etching
28.5×16.4 cm (image); 28.7×16.6 cm (paper)
Robert-Dumesnil 35 (Balthasar); Le Blanc I, No. 
2-4; Walch 28 I; Worthen-Reed 35; Griffiths-






15.8×10.6 cm（画寸）; 28.9×20.4 cm（紙寸）























15.2×11.3 cm（画寸）; 31.5×22.5 cm（紙寸）
Rodolphe Bresdin
Peasant Interior in the Haute-Garonne
1873
Lithograph (chine collé)







15.2×11.1 cm（画寸）; 32.4×27.5 cm（紙寸）
Rodolphe Bresdin
Peasant Interior in the Haute-Garonne
After 1876
Etching








22.8×19.8 cm（画寸）; 31.8×26.2 cm（紙寸）
Rodolphe Bresdin




22.8×19.8 cm (image); 31.8×26.2 cm (paper)






22.8×19.8 cm（画寸）; 42.5×33.5 cm（紙寸）
Rodolphe Bresdin
Rest on the Flight into Egypt with a 
Saddled Donkey
Etching
22.8×19.8 cm (image); 42.5×33.5 cm (paper)
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